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Creative Works 
 

 

Submission Form  
Contributor’s name 
and EMail: 

Muhamad Hanis Aiman Bin Syed Mohd Muntazar 
(takashi.aiman@gmail.com) 

Submission title: Takashi At Source 

 
Criteria 
- What criteria / track would you suggest that reviewers use in order to assess the research (these might 

most easily be derived from the initial research questions)?  

Upon observing the photo exhibition and media arts applied. And going deep 
into Takashi’s observation during his Japan trip. 

Exhibition Conditions 
- Please indicate the exhibition conditions you would like the work to be seen in i.e. screen projection 

(resolution), lighting, Audio-Video, etc., etc. Please include the space layout: 
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Artist Statement 
- Please indicate artist statement (max 200 words) 
It is a great opportunity to get to join the Japan exchange program trip for 9 
days fully funded by Japan government. This program is called JENESYS 2.0 
representing MMU and Malaysia. Within this trip, Takashi has learned so many 
things within the culture and Japanese mind. It is a dream came true for 
Takashi as he is always wanted to go to Japan since he was a little child. It is a 
life changing moment. It is obvious that his mind and views has open wider 
towards everything. Upon that, things are mostly recorded in photography 
form. Thus, it will be good to share the experience with all. 
 
“Takashi at source”. Takashi has opened his own label called The Tomoe. 
Tomoe is a Japanese word meaning “source”. Tomoe is actually a crest / logo / 
sign meaning source of anything and is use to represent anything in Japan. It is 
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also used in some traditions in China and Korea. Takashi admits that he is 
Japanese at heart and mind so by saying “Takashi at source” simply means 
Takashi is in Japan where his source is there. 
 

 
Picture above : how Tomoe looks like 
 
 
 

Supporting Research Statement 
(Expand text boxes as necessary, but limit yourself to a maximum of 250 words long) 
Research Questions / Proof of Concept 
- Be as specific as you can in articulating what were trying to achieve. 
- What were your starting points? 
- How do these questions / concepts relate to the field as a whole? 
I’m trying to share my experience in Japan in a photography format. Within 
that, there will be an explanation and stories to be told. One of those things 
that I want to mention is the detail of the culture, the Japanese thinking, the 
food, the tradition, the behaviour, the clothing, the buildings and 
developments, and many more. 
 
Starting point is being in Japan itself. 
 
The photographs will exhibits only items from Japan. And it will be presented in 
a different way with the use of media technology. Thus, it will share a new 
ways of thinking just like how I attempt to share the experience of Japan. 
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Context 
- What work already exists in the relevant fields of practice? 
- How do you expect to be able to advance on work that already exists? 
- How does this work fit into your own personal research trajectory? 
- Is it part of a body of work? 
 
- What work already exists in the relevant fields of practice? 

 
Project Name: “…Starring James Franco as James Franco” 
Source : http://colinmoran.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/contemporary-
narcissist-projection.jpg 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Project Name: Datatons WATCHOUT Brings Van Gogh to Life 
Source: 
http://www.blooloop.com/pt/uploads/image/Datatons%20WATCHOUT%20B
rings%20Van%20Gogh%20to%20Life%20With%20Large%20Scale%20Proj
ection.jpg 

http://colinmoran.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/contemporary-narcissist-projection.jpg
http://colinmoran.files.wordpress.com/2011/01/contemporary-narcissist-projection.jpg
http://www.blooloop.com/pt/uploads/image/Datatons%20WATCHOUT%20Brings%20Van%20Gogh%20to%20Life%20With%20Large%20Scale%20Projection.jpg
http://www.blooloop.com/pt/uploads/image/Datatons%20WATCHOUT%20Brings%20Van%20Gogh%20to%20Life%20With%20Large%20Scale%20Projection.jpg
http://www.blooloop.com/pt/uploads/image/Datatons%20WATCHOUT%20Brings%20Van%20Gogh%20to%20Life%20With%20Large%20Scale%20Projection.jpg
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Project Name: MoMA  Projects 100 Akram Zaatari 
Source: 
http://www.moma.org/images/dynamic_content/exhibition_page/86538.jpg 
 
- How do you expect to be able to advance on work that already exists? 
I have experience working with some technologies and mapping devices into 
one project. In this experiment, I will try to exhibit my photos via Flash 
application. When clicking into the photo, a narration will come out as well. 
This interactivity may apply by not clicking mouse, I tried to experiment 
flipping the photos just with a swing of a hand in front of kinect because kinect 
is capable of reading body movement. Or probably, simply using an Ipad. It’s 
still in progress. And I have experience studying and execute all these 
applications before. 
 
- How does this work fit into your own personal research trajectory? 
I’ve been very passionate in photography. Thus, this will be a good 
experimentation in exhibiting my works in this field 
 
Is it part of a body of work? 
No 
 
 
Methods 
- Which disciplinary fields do your methods derive from (e.g. Fine Art, Graphics, Photography, Video art, 

Experience Design, Media Arts, Sound and Audio etc., etc.)? 
 
In this experiment, I will try to exhibit my photos via Flash application. When 
clicking into the photo, a narration will come out as well. This interactivity may 
apply by not clicking mouse, I tried to experiment flipping the photos just with 
a swing of a hand in front of kinect because kinect is capable of reading body 
movement. Or probably, simply using an Ipad. At the same time, a Japanese 
influence music will also be played in the background. The plan is still in 
progress. 
 

http://www.moma.org/images/dynamic_content/exhibition_page/86538.jpg
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Outcomes 
- What might other practitioners in the field learn from the work?  
Different style and / or development of new ways to exhibit photograph or any 
kinds of art. 

 


